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Data Dimensionality

• From a theoretical point of view, increasing the number of 
features should lead to better performance.

• In practice, the inclusion 
of more features leads to 
worse performance (i.e., curse
of dimensionality).

• The number of training examples required increases
exponentially with dimensionality. 
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Dimensionality Reduction

• Significant improvements can be achieved by first mapping 
the data into a lower-dimensional space.

• Dimensionality can be reduced by:
− Combining features using a linear or non-linear transformations.
− Selecting a subset of features (i.e., feature selection).



Dimensionality Reduction (cont’d)

§ Linear combinations are particularly attractive 
because they are simple to compute and 
analytically tractable.

§ Given x ϵ RN, the goal is to find an N x K matrix U such that: 

y = UTx  ϵ RK where K<<N 
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UT



Dimensionality Reduction (cont’d)

§ Idea: represent data in terms of basis vectors in a 
lower dimensional space (embedded within the 
original space).
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(1) Higher-dimensional space representation:

(2) Lower-dimensional sub-space representation:



Dimensionality Reduction (cont’d)

§ Classical approaches for finding an optimal linear 
transformation:

• Principal Components Analysis (PCA): Seeks a projection that 
preserves as much information in the data as possible (in a 
least-squares sense).

• Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA): Seeks a projection that best 
separates the data (in a least-squares sense).
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PCA



§ Better presentation  than  ordinate  axes?

§ Do we need a 53 dimension space to view 
data?

§ How to find  the ‘best’  low dimension space 
that conveys maximum useful information?

§ One answer: Find “Principal Components”

Large Dimensionality Problem



The Goal

We wish to explain/summarize the underlying 
variance-covariance structure of a large set of 
variables through a few linear combinations of these 
variables. 



This is accomplished by rotating the axes.

Suppose we have a population measured on p random 
variables X1,…,Xp. 

Note that these random variables represent the p-axes of the 
Cartesian coordinate system in which the population 
resides. 

Our goal is to develop a new set of p axes (linear 
combinations of the original p axes) in the directions of 
greatest variability:

X1

X2

Trick: Rotate Coordinate Axes
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PCA Scores
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PCA: General
From k original variables: x1,x2,...,xk:

Produce k new variables: y1,y2,...,yk:

y1 = a11x1 + a12x2 + ... + a1kxk

y2 = a21x1 + a22x2 + ... + a2kxk

...

yk = ak1x1 + ak2x2 + ... + akkxk

such that:

yk's are uncorrelated (orthogonal)
y1 explains as much as possible of original variance in data set
y2 explains as much as possible of remaining variance
etc.

yk's are
Principal 

Components



PCA: Components selection

You can then select the top ykcomponents up to the point 
they cover the percentage of variance you desire.

e.g.: first 3 principal components cover 95% of the variance



PCA Summary
§ Rotates multivariate dataset into a new 

configuration which is easier to interpret

§ Purposes
• simplify data
• look at relationships between variables
• look at patterns of units
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Limitation 

• PCA is not always an optimal dimensionality-reduction 
technique for classification purposes.



LDA
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Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

• What is the goal of LDA?
− Perform dimensionality reduction “while preserving as much 

discriminatory information as possible”.
− Seeks to find directions along which the classes are best 

separated by taking into consideration the scatter within-
classes and between-classes.

Bad separability Good separability
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Classification and clustering
§ Objective: manage information overload though

document categorization

§ Once document are associate with classes they can be 
much easier accessed and selected, possibly wth
hierarchical approaches

§ The general discipline that studies such problems is
machine learning:
• Supervised learning (includes classification): assumes a 

training set
• Unsupervised learning (includes clustering): assumes no 

training set

§ We first focus on document clustering



What is clustering?

§ Clustering: the process of grouping a set 
of objects into classes of similar objects

§ Most common form of unsupervised 
learning

– Unsupervised learning = learning from 
raw data, as opposed to supervised 
data where a classification of examples 
is given



Clustering



Clustering



Document Clustering: Problem Statement 

§ Hard clustering Vs. Soft Clustering
• Hard (computes a hard assignment): each document is a member of 

exactly one cluster
• Soft (soft assignment): a document’s assignment is a distribution over 

all clusters

§ Hard Clustering: Given
• A set of documents D={d1,…, dN}
• A desired number of clusters K
• An objective function that evaluates the quality of the clustering
We want to compute the assignment ϒ = D à {1, …, K} that minimizes (or 
maximizes) the objective function
• Usually we demand ϒ is subjective, i.e., that none of the K clusters is empty

§ The objective function is often defined in terms of similarity or distance
between documents
• E.g.: in K-means clustering the objective is to minimize the average distance 

between documents and their centroids or, equivalently, to maximize the 
average similarity between documents and centroids



Clustering process
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Issues

§ Representation for clustering
• Document representation

– Vector space? Normalization?
• Need a notion of similarity /distance

§ How many clusters?
• Fixed a priori?
• Completely data driven?

– Avoid “trivial clusters” – too large or small

§ What makes document related?
• Ideally à semantic similarity
• Practically à statistical similarity



Objective Functions

§ Clustering can be seen as a search (optimization) 
problem
• KN / K clusterings available
• Most partitioning algorithms start from a guess and then 

refine the partition
• Many local minima in the objective function implies that 

different starting point may lead to very different (and 
unoptimal) partitions

§ Flat clustering Vs. Hierarchical Clustering
• Flat: set of flat clusters without any explicit structure that 

relate cluster to each other
• Hierarchical: hierarchy of clusters



Clustering considerations

§ What does it mean for objects to be similar?

§ What algorithm and approach do we take?
• Top-down: k-means
• Bottom-up: hierarchical agglomerative clustering 

§ Do we need a hierarchical arrangement of clusters?

§ How many clusters? 

§ Can we label or name the clusters?

§ How do we make it efficient and scalable?



What are we optimizing?

§ Given: Final number of clusters

§ Optimize:
• “Tightness” of clusters
• {average/min/max/} distance of points to each other in 

the same cluster?
• {average/min/max} distance of points to each clusters 

center?

§ Usually clustering finds heuristic approximations



Clustering algorithms

§ Partitional algorithms
• Usually start with a random (partial) partitioning
• Refine it iteratively
• Find a partition of K cluster that optimizes the chose 

partitioning criteria
– Globally optima: exhaustively enumerate all partitions
– Effective heuristic methods

§ Hierarchical algorithms
• Build a tree-based hierarchical taxonomy (dendogram) 

from a set of documents
– Bottom-up (agglomerative)
– Top-down (divisive)



Partitioning Algorithms

§ Partitioning method: Construct a partition 
of n documents into a set of K clusters

§ Given: a set of documents and the number 
K

§ Find: a partition of K clusters that optimizes 
the chosen partitioning criterion
• Globally optimal: exhaustively enumerate all 

partitions
• Effective heuristic methods: K-means 

algorithms



K-Means

§ Assumes documents are real-valued vectors.

§ Clusters based on centroids (aka the center of gravity
or mean) of points in a cluster, c:

§ Reassignment of instances to clusters is based on 
distance to the current cluster centroids.
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K-Means Algorithm

Select K random seeds.
Until clustering converges or other stopping criterion:

For each doc di:
Assign di to the cluster cj such that dist(xi, sj) is 
minimal.

(Update the seeds to the centroid of each cluster)
For each cluster cj

sj = µ(cj) 



K Means Example
(K=2)

Pick seeds

Reassign clusters

Compute centroids

x
x

Reassign clusters

x
x xx

Compute centroids

Reassign clusters

Converged!



Termination conditions

§ Several possibilities, e.g.,
• A fixed number of iterations.
• Doc partition unchanged.
• Centroid positions don’t change.

Does this mean that the docs 
in a cluster are unchanged?



Convergence

§ Why should the K-means algorithm ever 
reach a fixed point?
• A state in which clusters don’t change.

§ K-means is a special case of a general 
procedure known as the Expectation 
Maximization (EM) algorithm.
• EM is known to converge.
• Theoretically, number of iterations could 

be large.
• Typically converges quickly



Time Complexity

§ Computing distance between doc and cluster is O(m)
where m is the dimensionality of the vectors.

§ Reassigning clusters: O(Kn) distance computations, or 
O(Knm).

§ Computing centroids: Each doc gets added once to 
some centroid: O(nm).

§ Assume these two steps are each done once for I
iterations:  O(IKnm).



Seed Choice

§ Results can vary based on random 
seed selection.

§ Some seeds can result in poor 
convergence rate, or convergence 
to sub-optimal clusterings.
• Select good seeds using a heuristic 

(e.g., doc least similar to any 
existing mean)

• Try out multiple starting points
• Initialize with the results of 

another method.

In the above, if you start
with B and E as centroids
you converge to {A,B,C}
and {D,E,F}
If you start with D and F
you converge to 
{A,B,D,E} {C,F}

Example showing
sensitivity to seeds



How Many Clusters?

§ Number of clusters K is given
• Partition n docs into predetermined number of clusters

§ Finding the “right” number of clusters is part of the 
problem
• Given data, partition into an “appropriate” number of 

subsets.
• E.g., for query results - ideal value of K not known up 

front - though UI may impose limits.

§ Can usually take an algorithm for one flavor and 
convert to the other.



K not specified in advance

§ Solve an optimization problem: penalize 
having lots of clusters
• application dependent, e.g., compressed 

summary of search results list.

§ Tradeoff between having more clusters 
(better focus within each cluster) and 
having too many clusters



K not specified in advance

§ Given a clustering, define the Benefit for a 
doc to be some inverse distance to its 
centroid

§ Define the Total Benefit to be the sum of 
the individual doc Benefits.



§ Agglomerative (bottom-up): 
• Start with each document being a single cluster.
• Eventually all documents belong to the same cluster.

§ Divisive (top-down): 
• Start with all documents belong to the same cluster. 

• Eventually each node forms a cluster on its own.

• Could be a recursive application of k-means like 
algorithms

§ Does not require the number of clusters k in 
advance

§ Needs a termination/readout condition 

Hierarchical Clustering algorithms



Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering 
(HAC)
§ Assumes a similarity function for determining the 

similarity of two instances.

§ Starts with all instances in a separate cluster and then 
repeatedly joins the two clusters that are most similar 
until there is only one cluster.

§ The history of merging forms a binary tree or hierarchy.



• Clustering 
obtained by cutting 
the dendrogram at 
a desired level: 
each connected
component forms a 
cluster.

Dendogram: Hierarchical 
Clustering



Dendogram

Cut: number of clusters
Leaves: individual objects
Height: intergroup dissimilarity



Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC)

§ Starts with each doc in a separate 
cluster
• then repeatedly joins the closest 

pair of clusters, until there is only 
one cluster.

§ The history of merging forms a 
binary tree or hierarchy.

How to measure distance of 
clusters??



Closest pair of clusters

Many variants to defining closest pair of clusters

§ Single-link
• Distance of the “closest” points (single-link)

§ Complete-link
• Distance of the “furthest” points

§ Centroid
• Distance of the centroids (centers of gravity)

§ (Average-link)
• Average distance between pairs of elements



Major issue - labeling

§ After clustering algorithm finds clusters - how can they 
be useful to the end user?

§ Need pithy label for each cluster
• In search results, say “Animal” or “Car” in the jaguar

example.
• In topic trees, need navigational cues.

– Often done by hand, a posteriori.



How to Label Clusters

§ Show titles of typical documents
• Titles are easy to scan
• Authors create them for quick scanning!
• But you can only show a few titles which may not fully 

represent cluster

§ Show words/phrases prominent in cluster
• More likely to fully represent cluster
• Use distinguishing words/phrases

– Differential labeling
• But harder to scan



Labeling

§ Common heuristics - list 5-10 most frequent terms in 
the centroid vector.
• Drop stop-words; stem.

§ Differential labeling by frequent terms
• Within a collection “Computers”, clusters all have the 

word computer as frequent term.
• Discriminant analysis of centroids.

§ Perhaps better: distinctive noun phrase



Evaluation of clustering

§ Internal criterion
• Typical objective functions have the goal of attaining high 

intra-cluster similarity and low inter-cluster 
similarity

• Good scores in the internal criterion do not necessarily 
translate into good effectiveness in an application

§ External criterion
• Evaluation from the application’s perspective

– E.g., time it takes users to find an answer with different 
clustering algorithm à expensive

• Evaluation using a benchmark (gold standard)
– Produced by human 
judges with a good 
level of inter-judges 
agreement



Evaluation of clustering – external methods

§ There are 3 basic external quality assessment criteria:
• Purity

– Is measured by counting the number of correctly assigned 
documents and normalizing
- Bad clustering have purity values close to 0, perfect clustering 

has purity of 1
– High purity is easy to achieve for a large number of clusters 

(1 if each document gets its own cluster)
– Not usable to trade off the quality of the clustering against 

the number of clusters

§ In the previous example purity is 
1/17 * (5+4+3) ~ 0.71



Evaluation of clustering – external methods

• Rand Index
– Measures the percentage of decisions that are correct 

(accuracy)
– It gives equal weight to false positives and false negatives

• F-Measure
– Separating similar documents is sometimes worse than 

putting pairs of dissimilar documents in the same cluster
– F-Measure penalizes false negatives more strongly than false 

positives by selecting a β > 1

§ TP = true positive
§ TN = true negative
§ FP = false positive
§ FN = false negative



Evaluation of clustering – internal methods

Silhouette

Measures both compactness and separateness.

Given:
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Geo Response of Social Media about #MFW

§ MILANO FASHION WEEK #MFW

§ We want to analyze the response to the events in the 
official calendar with respect to the geographical 
reference in the social media

§ We have 2 signals:
• The first coming from the social media (in this case we 

will talk about only Instagram)
• The second derived from the official calendar events



Geo Response

§ For example, these are the 
signals from Instagram and the 
official calendar
• The red star is the event
• The blue points are the geo-

located Instagram posts

§ NB: Each slide is related to a 
single complete day in the 
analyzed time window



Geo Response

§ Let’s focus on single brands:
• Consider only their events
• Consider only posts on the social media that should be 

related with

§ heatmaps



Heatmap
§ For the future analysis, a grid of cells over the area of Milano city



Brand-events features
§ Find some features related to each couple of < brand – events > 

§ The adopted measures are:
• Gini coefficient
• Number of alive, active and strongly active cells
• Average distance (in terms of cells) from the posts and the events

§ These measures are computed:
• On 3h frames, starting with the event start
• On 6h frames, starting with the event start
• On 24h frames, starting with the event start
• Globally, on the whole time window



Gini coefficient
§ The Gini coefficient is a measure of statistical dispersion

§ The Gini coefficient measures the inequality among values of a 
frequency distribution:
• Gini coefficient = 0

– Perfect equality, where all values are the same (e.g., where every cell has the 
same number of posts)

• Gini coefficient = 1 
– Maximal inequality among values (e.g., where only one cell has all the social 

media activity, and all others have no posts geo-located inside, the Gini 
coefficient will be very nearly one).



Gini coefficient
§ We compute the Gini coefficient:

• Over the entire grid over the Milano area
• Over only those cells that results alive for at least one brand in the specific 

frame of analysis



Alive, Active and Strong cells
§ We have defined three types of cells:

• ALIVE: a cell with more than 1% of the total number of posts
• ACTIVE: a cell with more than 10% of the total number of posts
• STRONG: a cell with more than 20% of the total number of posts

§ We compute these measures for all the pre-defined frames and...



Alive, Active and Strong cells
§ … we also compute the differences between subsequent frames 

(e.g. 3h -> 6h) in terms of on/off for each specific type of cell

3 hours 6 hours

2 on
1 off

ALIVE cells



Average distance

§ Compute the average distance of the posts from the events, 
in terms of cells, for each brand b, in the following way:

1
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§ Using Manhattan distance for the cell grid
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Geo-response features

• We cannot visualize the data in all their dimensions, because we are 
talking about 42 different features, that corresponds to a 42-
dimensions hyper-space

• Maybe, a Principal Component Analysis can help us in this problem…

42-dimensions 
space?!



PCA on Geo-response features

• We first try to see what happens in 
3-dimensions

• The Principal Components turn out 
to be:
• ALIVE (45.8% of total variance)
• AVG_DISTANCE (13.9% of total 

variance)
• ALIVE_6h (11.3% of total variance)

• For a total captured variance 
close to 71%



PCA on Geo-response features

• Similarly, we can see what happens in 2-dimensions

• The Principal Components turns out to be:
• ALIVE (45.8% of total variance)
• AVG_DISTANCE (13.9% of total variance)

• For a total captured variance close to 60%



Clustering over Geo-response features

§ The adopted technique is a simple k-means clustering in a F-dimensional 
space, where F is the number of features analyzed

§ Now we have to understand how many clusters we want/need. This plot will 
help us:

1. K = 4 could be a good option, since 
from there on the within cluster sum 
of distances does decrease in a weak 
linear way

2. K = 4 is also the choice we have taken 
in the time-response

42-
dimensions



Clustering over Geo-response features

§ The adopted technique is a simple k-means clustering in a F90-dimensional 
space, where F90 is the number of Principal Components analyzed in order to 
reach 90% of total variance

§ Now we have to understand how many clusters we want/need. This plot will 
help us:

1. K = 4 could be a good option, since 
from there on the within cluster sum 
of distances does decrease in a weak 
linear way

2. K = 4 is also the choice we have taken 
in the previous clustering in the time-
response chapter

7-dimensions



Clustering over Geo-response features

§ K-means clustering:
• 4 clusters
• over the 42 Principal 

Components
• visualization on the 2 

Principal Components

42-dimensions



Clustering over Geo-response features

§ K-means clustering:
• 4 clusters
• over the 7 Principal 

Components
• visualization on the 2 

Principal Components

7-dimensions



Clustering over Geo-response features

§ K-means clustering:
• 4 clusters
• over the 5 Principal 

Components
• visualization on the 2 

Principal Components

5-dimensions



Clustering over Geo-response features

§ K-means clustering:
• 4 clusters
• over the 3 Principal 

Components
• visualization on the 2 

Principal Components

3-dimensions



Clustering over Geo-response features

§ Then, I am considering the 
clustering with 5 Principal 
Components

§ The Confusion Matrix regarding the 
alignment of Time Response and 
Geo Response is the following ->



Clustering over Geo-response features

§ K-means clustering:
• 4 clusters
• over the 5 Principal 

Components
• visualization on the 2 

Principal Components with 
real values

5-dimensions



Clustering over Geo-response features

§ K-means clustering:
• 4 clusters
• over the 5 Principal 

Components
• visualization on 2 NOT-

Principal Components with 
real values (alive_3h and 
alive_6h

5-dimensions



Clustering over Geo-response features

§ Reporting the summaries 
for the centroids of each 
cluster:

YELLOW ->



Clustering over Geo-response features

§ Reporting the summaries 
for the centroids of each 
cluster:

RED ->



Clustering over Geo-response features

§ Reporting the summaries 
for the centroids of each 
cluster:

GREEN ->



Clustering over Geo-response features

§ Reporting the summaries 
for the centroids of each 
cluster:

BLUE ->
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